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On-hit 1 Demolition ExpertBloody Mess Explosive bait is a weapon in Fallout 76. Content[show] BackgroundEdit One of the iconic weapons of the raider trapper gang, plans to create explosive bait are given to the player's character by Rose during the Flavors of Mayhem quest. Rose also lets the player
character know that he was invented by one of the gang members by the name Chuck. It can be equipped and thrown on the ground near an enemy, similar to a fragmentation mine, except that the bait also functions as an attractor. Once the enemy is attracted to the bait and approaches it, the bomb will
explode damaging the enemy. Rose suggests that this bait should be used on a hungry carnivore, so it may not be effective with all types of enemies. CraftingEdit LocationsEdit Crafted at a tinker's workbench. Behind the scenesEdit The idea of explosive bait was originally tried in the Fallout: New Vegas
add-on Old World Blues with the meat mine, but was cut off from the add-on before release. ReferencesEdit - Rose: This time, Chuck-he was the guy who came up with this crazy idea-laid explosive bait along the track after a raid. When the answering machine picked us up with their tracking dogs, well...
Let's just say the dogs have lost their smell. You know, because their heads were ripped off. Ah whatever, you get what I say. (Rose Dialogue) Using explosive bait on a creature is a goal in Fallout 76 (F76). Step-by-step procedure [edit] Now it's time to use this explosive bait on something that will try to
kill you, or try to kill you. If you follow Rose's crossing point marker, you will be through the Whitesprings Golf Club. Upon entering the area you will meet a wolf. Man the explosive bait when you enter the area. Throw the bait on the ground and either wait or lure the wolf to it and wait for the bomb to
explode. Goals [edit] Home - Guides - Fallout 76 - Craft Explosive BaitNext up Rose will instruct you to develop and use explosive baits. The recipe for making explosive baits requires Radstag meat, adhesive, copper and a fragmentation mine. All of these materials can be found in a marked Explosives
Crate quest west of the ATLAS Observatory, and east of Monongah Power Plant.With craft materials by hand, head to any bench tinker and make explosive bait. Once you have the bait in hand your next goal will be to use it on a wild animal. Head to the circle marked on your map, far southwest of Top of
the World, and northwest of Whitespring Resort. I'll take the bait out of you and wait for an enemy to trigger it to this objective. Similar Messages: Home - Guides - Fallout 76 - Making Explosive Bait QuestMaking Explosive Bait Quest is a part of Fallout 76 Flavors of MayhemMaking Explosive Bait
WalkthroughNext Up Rose will instruct you to develop and use explosive bait. The recipe for Explosive bait requires Radstag meat, adhesive, copper, and a fragmentation mine. All of these materials can be found in a marked Explosives Crate quest west of the ATLAS Observatory, and east of Monongah
Power Plant.With craft materials by hand, head to any bench tinker and make explosive bait. Once you have the bait in hand your next goal will be to use it on a wild animal. Head to the circle marked on your map, far southwest of Top of the World, and northwest of Whitespring Resort. I'll take the bait out
of you and wait for an enemy to trigger it to achieve that goal. Next is up: Fallout 76 Making Friends with a DeathclawSimilar Posts: Should I Throw It and Actually Hit the Animal I'm Aiming for? None of the creatures seem to care. I swear to God that a fox ran over it without triggering it, but maybe that
was my point of view. As the third quest in a row, I got to Google... Google...
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